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Abstract: Load balancing plays a major part in improving the performance of fog computing, which has become a requirement in fog layer for distributing all workload in equal manner amongst the current Virtual machines (VMs) in a segment. The distribution of load is a complicated process as it consists of numerous users in fog computing environment. Hence, an effectual technique called Mutated Leader Algorithm (MLA) is proposed for balancing load in fogging environment. Firstly, fog computing is initialized with fog layer, cloud layer and end user layer. Then, task is submitted from end user under fog layer with cluster of nodes. Afterwards, load balancing process is done in each cluster and the resources for each VM are predicted using Deep Residual Network (DRN). The load balancing is accomplished by allocating and reallocating the task from the users to the VMs in the cloud based on the resource constraints optimally using MLA. Here, the load balancing is needed for optimizing resources and objectives. Lastly, if VMs are overloaded and then the jobs are pulled from associated VM and allocated to under loaded VM. Thus the proposed MLA achieved minimum execution time is 1.472ns, cost is $69.448 and load is 0.0003% respectively.

Index Terms: Fog Computing, Mutated Leader Algorithm (MLA), Virtual Machine (VM), Deep Residual Network (DRN), Load Balancing.

1. Introduction

Recently, fog computing is a rising technology that is utilized in business applications, such as smart cities, smart campuses and so on. Fog networking [2, 3, 4] is introduced by CISCO known as fogging that is an expansion of cloud computing [1]. Fog computing contains three major important categories, such as end device, fog nodes, and cloud infrastructure. Fog networking can be organized easily [2, 5, 6] and is also known as distributed technology. Also it includes computation, networking, and control to accelerate the speed of data creation while protecting user privacy and
the system [2, 7, 8]. This architecture increases awareness majority for cloud [2, 9] and also for simple information. It is assigned middle layer among client as well as cloud layers, where cloud layer has allocated computational tasks to help the bottom layers. Also, fog layer is devised for alleviating cloud load by completing tasks and hence overloaded fog nodes struggled because of heavy demands on services. Here, few nodes are connected externally and the other nodes remain constant. The intelligent technique is introduced to address the above situation where they reallocate the streamed work with the computational devices to develop a balanced computing environment. Load balancing method [10] is used to assign load to the network components for increasing the network performance and to boost the quality of services (QoS) [11, 12]. The fair distribution of client request resources is involved to possess proper resource usages. The error from every processor is fixed and every node in the network distributes the workload which is assigned to them. The important specification is that it creates effective load balancing [12, 13], where the load balancing in clouds is done with blade servers and virtual machines (VMs).

Load balancing deliver dynamic workload randomly to every node in a network such that, load balancing in clouds is known as load balancing as service (LBaaS). Though cloud computing handles all diverse data, it also contains enormous challenges in real time processing and load balancing which process huge amount of data [14]. Load balancing plays major role in enhancing the fog computing performance. The load distribution is a difficult mechanism because it contains more number of users that leads to variation in load of fog node [15]. For improving the efficiency, load balancing techniques help end users and service providers. Before implementing corresponding work, load balancing [16] is used to assign the traffic bottleneck and is same as of network traffic control policy [11]. The load balancing algorithm contains two versions namely static and the arbitrary. The static load balancing strategies are for the stable environment along the homogeneous platform, but the dynamic load balancing algorithms much adaptive and efficient among the homogeneous and heterogeneous environment [17]. Mostly it is used for improving system performance, to preserve the system constancy and also to develop the fault tolerance systems at low cost. The load balancing schemes are specified based on the benefits and the challenges that are majorly based on the system capacity for distributing workload [18]. These techniques randomly distribute their load to VMs and give out all workload equally to the current VMs in the section [13]. The core drive of load balancing technique [19] is to provide equal load to servers in cluster to avoid bottleneck [20].

Resource prediction and inappropriate load allocation could lead to under and over utilization while moving the tasks between the nodes, balancing load in fog networking has been a crucial task. So, distribution of tasks equally aims to provide services. This research is mainly designed to develop a deep learning based resource prediction and MLA enabled load balancing in a fog networking. Initially, fogging is initialized with cloud layer, fog layer, and end user layer. Then task is submitted from end user under fog layer with cluster of nodes. Then, load balancing process is done in each cluster and the resources for each VM are predicted using DRN [21]. The load balancing is performed by allocating and reallocating the task from the users to the VMs in the cloud based on the resource constraints optimally using MLA [22]. Here, the load balancing method is needed to optimize resources and objectives [23]. Finally, if VMs are overloaded then tasks are assigned to other under loaded VM.

The key contribution of the work is given below:

**Proposed MLA:** An effective model for balancing load in the fog networking is designed using proposed MLA. Here, the resources of VM are predicted using DRN. Moreover, load balancing is conducted by allocating and reallocating a task based upon the resource constraints by optimally using proposed MLA.

The remaining portion of paper is arranged in following manner; Literature overview of load balancing equivalent to fog computing with its advantages and disadvantages is depicted in Section 2. Section 3 describes an introduced technique for effective optimization of load balancing and the results obtained from the proposed algorithmic method are elucidated in section 4. Lastly, in section 5 research is concluded.

2. Motivation

The core motive of fog computing is to work to increase the effectiveness and eliminate the redundancy involved with data transmission to cloud for both storage and processing. Load balancing in a fog framework supports the equal distribution of resource demand, intending to offer services continuously if the system component fails that is accomplished through provisioning and de-provisioning instances of requests as well optimal resource use. In order to increase application performance and enable efficient network resource use in a fog system, an effective load balancing technique is required due to the wide range of processing and storage resources in fog nodes. The vital requirement for load balancing emerges nowadays owing to the limitations of network resources. Here, the challenges experienced by reviewed techniques are also elucidated, which motivates the researchers to develop an effectual scheme.

2.1. Literature Survey

Literature survey of traditional schemes of balancing load in fogging is explained as follows: Mandeep Kaur, et al. [24] designed Fog Computing Architecture of Load Balancing (FOCALB) for the applications of scientific system. Implementation of this architecture reduced the consumption of energy at fog nodes, execution time and implementation cost. However, it failed to update security and the privacy of the fog nodes. Naranjo, P.G.V., et al. [25]
developed Fog Computing Architecture Network (FOCAN) to decrease the traffic overheads because delays are not tolerated in healthcare scenarios. Here, the delay was reduced by the fog servers among the cloud and end users, where the distribution of load tends to the efficient use of the resources. During this process, the consumption of power was high and failed to process its function effectively. Mandeep Kaur., et al. [26] introduced energy aware load balancing (EA-LB) method for fog networking to ease consumption of energy and to use resources at fog layer. Such technique reduced latency and it enhanced the quality of services (QoS) but, it entailed high implementation cost, time and energy consumption. Mandeep Kaur., et al. [15] developed an approach of PSW-Fog clustering-based load balancing scheme to execute overflow datasets. They had reduction in the time delay of fog nodes and also decreased in their computational cost and energy consumption. But it did not accurately improve the performance parameters during experimentation.

Balancing load in fogging has evolved into difficult job because of rise in IoT devices and demands. Fog networking has capacity to give computing resources to end-to-end systems like Internet-of-Things (IoT). Singh, S.P., et al. [27] developed Energy-efficient algorithm for load balancing that distributes jobs to optimal Virtual Machines and delivers them as quickly as possible. Jagdeep Singh., et al. [28] boost the full-utilization of resources in an SDN-enabled fog system, a safe and energy-conscious fog computing framework was presented and also load-balancing strategy was also created. Fuzzy Golden Eagle Load Balancing (FGE LB), an efficient load balancing strategy, was suggested by Simar Preet Singh., et al. [29]. It consisted of 3 stages: setting job priorities, allocating resources according to schedules, and managing power. This scheme is compared with terms of usage of energy, failure level, computational expense, network latency, and average turnaround time, and waiting time and achieves higher performance than other approaches.

To increase the performance of the fogging platform, a load-balancing strategy is used. A. Abuhamdah [30] suggested hybrid method that takes advantage of Optimizing Processing Time (OPT) strategies for minimizing processing time. Proposed algorithm has been compared with existing algorithms with respect to user demands, and data overall cost centre's as well. Results indicates that using the proposed optimize processing time algorithm has superior response and processing time. Mona Albalawi, et al., [31] proposed a fog networking load balancing model using support vector regression (SVR) and the many-objective particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique. Response time, energy usage, resource utilization, and throughput were four variables that the suggested model took into account in order to maximize them while dispersing the load. The results improve the performance of PSO efficiently that balances the load. A. J. Kadhim [32] merged using a parked vehicle as an aid fog computing in a Software Defined Network (SDN) using IoT. This proposed system was more efficient than VANET-Fog-Cloud in terms of average response time, bandwidth consumption, achieving the deadline, and resource usage. The local fog managers and SDN controller constantly try to balance the load both locally and globally. Diverse sample IoT user apps are joined to the fog nodes, when the load assessment problem emerges. Baburao, D., et al. [33] proposed an, a particle swarm optimization-focused Enhanced Dynamic Resource Allocation Method (EDRAM) to efficiently handle the load. This proposed method lessened task waiting time, latency and network bandwidth consumption and advanced the Quality of Experience (QoE). G.Shruthi., et al. [34] proposed Weighted Greedy Knapsack method for resource allocation but did not consider the balancing load among the nodes.

2.2. Major Challenges

Some of the major issues encountered by traditional approaches of balancing load in fog networking are deliberated as follows:

- Method developed in [35] was not feasible at unplanned functions because of higher propagation time at the time of congestion on network nodes as it depends on the bandwidth, data rate and the circumstances of the network.
- In [25], the technique developed failed to add real-time data processing solutions along with methods of mobile edge computing utilization for making robust models.
- PSW- fog clustering based balancing strategy introduced in [15] failed to progress multi-objective load scheduling problem in a fog cloud networking which was a major drawback.
- The data protection accessed only by the authorized personnel to make safety measures against assaults is the prime challenge in fog computing and also implementing load balancing and scheduling in a real-time context is necessary.

3. Proposed MLA for Load Balancing in Fog Computing

A main goal of this approach is to develop a deep learning based resource prediction and optimization enabled load balancing in fog computing. At first, initialize the fog computing environment with diverse layers namely end user layer, fog layer, and cloud layer. After initializing the fog computing environment, the tasks are submitted from an end user to fog layer, which contains fog nodes that have been divided into diverse clusters. At each cluster, the load balancing process is evaluated and also for every VM the resources are predicted using DRN. However, it depends upon the workload in the network and the load balancing is performed by allocating and reallocating the task from the users to
the VMs in the cloud based on the resources constraints optimally using MLA [37-40], such that it required balancing load strategy for the optimization of resources by considering the objectives like predicted resources, energy consumption, cost, and execution time. Lastly, if VMs are overloaded, then the tasks are allocated from the consistent VM and assigned to underloaded VM. Fig. 1 reveals a diagrammatic view of proposed MLA for balancing load in fog networking.

Fig.1. Schematic Block diagram of proposed ML.

3.1. Resource Prediction Using DRN

Resource prediction is carried out for every VM, which depends on the workload in a network utilizing DRN.

Architecture of DRN

Architecture of single residual unit is not complicated [36], whereas in residual unit the output is given by $R(i)$, where $i$ indicates an input matrix of residual unit structure. Fig. 2 represents architecture of DRN. $D_{in}$ is the input given to DRN. Theoretically, the fundamental mappings are stacked by means of numerous hidden layers that can fit to any functions, so $F(i) = R(i) - i$ can be fitted in natural manner. Formally, $R(i)$ indicates the desired underlying mapping and the non-linear layers that are stacked fits another mapping of $F(i) = R(i) - i$. The actual mapping is re-cast to $R(i) + i$. Each of the residual unit has two layers, $i$ represents input whereas $T_1$ and $T_2$ are the weight matrices.
An expression of residual unit is given beneath whereas $\alpha$ denotes the ReLU activation function.

$$ F(i) = T_2 \alpha(T_1 i) \quad (1) $$

Afterwards another ReLU activation and shortcut connection function, the residual unit output obtained is represented by,

$$ u = F(i, T_x) + i, \quad (2) $$

Where, $F(i, T_x)$ indicates the residual function, which requires to be tuned whereas $T_x$ is $x^{th}$ weight matrix in the stacked hidden layers. $T_x$ can be $T_1$ and $T_2$. The linear mapping $T_3 i$ could be added to the shortcut connection for making a count of input channels equivalent to an output, where, $T_x$ denotes weight matrix in the shortcut connection. A definite formulation is presented by,

$$ R(i) = F(i, T_x) + T_3 i \quad (3) $$

Where, $R(i)$ is the output of the residual unit. Thus, predicted output attained from DRN is represented by $P_q$.

3.2. Task Assignment in Fog Nodes

In each cluster, load balancing is acted upon and the fog cluster local controller monitor load distribution in VM. Depending on the load, the tasks are allocated and reallocated optimally utilizing the optimization.

A. Solution Encoding

In solution encoding, the tasks performed by VM are evaluated and then under loaded VMs are assigned to the overloaded VM. The solution encoding is delineated in Fig. 3.

![Solution Encoding](image)

3.3. Fitness Function

It is utilized for assessing the best solution that is computed based upon execution time, cost, predicted output and energy. The fitness function is formulated by,

$$ \eta = T + C + P_q + E \quad (4) $$

Where, $T$ is the execution time, $C$ denotes the cost and $E$ signifies the energy. An execution time is given by,

\[ T = \sum_{z=1}^{n} T_z + \sum_{z=1}^{n} T_p + \sum_{z=1}^{n} T_w \]  

(5)

Here, \( T_z \) represents the receiving time of task whereas \( T_p \) and \( T_w \) are the processing time and waiting time of task. The cost can be calculated as follows.

\[ C = \frac{M_f + H_f}{2} \]  

(6)

Where, \( M_f \) and \( H_f \) symbolizes movement factor and cost factor. The movement factor can be computed by,

\[ M_f = \frac{1}{N_o} \sum_{z=1}^{n} \frac{N_m}{N_p} \]  

(7)

Where, \( N_o, N_m \) and \( N_p \) denotes number of frosi in datacenter, migrations and VM utilized. The cost factor is formulated as given below,

\[ H_f = \sum_{z=1}^{n} \frac{\rho \cdot M}{V M \cdot A} \]  

(8)

Here, \( P \) indicates the cost to process, \( M \) represents the memory of task, \( A \) symbolizes datacenter and \( n \) is the overall number of VM in a setup. The Energy can be represented as,

\[ E = \sum_{z=1}^{n} (T + M_f + H_f) \]  

(9)

3.3. Proposed MLA for Load Balancing

MLA is the population-based technique, which is a repetition based procedure capable in suggesting suitable quasi-optimum solution to optimization issues. The solutions are updated underneath a leadership of mutated leaders in the search space.

A. Initialization

Initialize members of MLA population, where each of the members in population is vector and the values represent problem variable values.

\[ K = \{K_1, K_2, ..., K_r, ..., K_n\} \]  

(10)

Where \( K_r \) represents the \( r^{th} \) solution whereas \( h \) is the overall count of solutions.

B. Evaluate Objective Function

The finest solution is evaluated for balancing load in a fog networking and is computed utilizing Eq. (4).

C. Create Mutated Leader

After calculation of objective function, the best as well as worst members of population are founded. The solutions in mutated leader are selected randomly from a finest member of population, worst member of population and also, ordinary members of population. A mutated leader is framed for individual members of population based on the equation represented below.

\[ G_r: g_{r,y} = \begin{cases} a_{\text{best},y}, & b \leq B_{\text{best}}; \\ a_{\text{worst},y}, & B_{\text{best}} < b \leq B_{\text{best}} + B_{\text{worst}}; \\ a_{j,y}, & \text{else} \end{cases} \]  

(11)

Here, \( G \) represents the mutated leader for guiding \( r^{th} \) population member in the search space and \( g_{r,y} \) indicates the \( y^{th} \) dimension of it. \( a_{\text{best}} \) and \( a_{\text{worst}} \) are the best as well as worst population members, \( a_{j,y} \) symbolizes the \( y^{th} \) dimension of \( j^{th} \) population member that is chosen randomly. \( b \) denotes the random number whereas \( B_{\text{best}} \) and \( B_{\text{worst}} \) are the probability of best and worst member that is being elected.

D. Calculate the New Status

A mutated leader is generated for individual member of the population for each iteration. Later devising mutated leader, every member of population is updated in the search space based upon own leader supervision. The expression is illustrated by,

\[ K_{r}^{new} = a_{r,y}^{new} = \begin{cases} a_{r,y} + \gamma \times (g_{r,y} - X \times a_{r,y}), & \eta_{r}^{G} < \eta_{r}; \\ a_{r,y} + \gamma \times (a_{r,y} - X \times g_{r,y}), & \text{else} \end{cases} \] (12)

\[ K_{r} = \begin{cases} K_{r}^{new}, & \eta_{r}^{new} < \eta_{r}; \\ K_{r}, & \text{else}; \end{cases} \] (13)

\[ X = \text{Round}(1 + \text{rand}) \] (14)

Here, \( K_{r}^{new} \) represents the new status of \( r^{th} \) population member, \( a_{r,y}^{new} \) indicates the \( y^{th} \) dimension of it. \( \eta_{r}^{new} \) signifies the objective function whereas \( \gamma \) is the random number ranging from 0 to 1. \( \eta_{r}^{G} \) symbolizes mutated leader objective function value for \( r^{th} \) population member and \( X \) denotes a random number that may be 1 or 2.

E. Termination

To achieve finest solution above steps are done continuously. Algorithm 1, describes the pseudocode of MLA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1: MLA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong> MLA population ( K = {K_1, K_2, ..., K_r, ..., K_h} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong> Best solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results and Discussions

This portion expounds the outcomes and discussion of newly devised MLA for load balancing in fog computing is done.

4.1. Experimental Setup

An experimentation setup of MLA is conducted in Python tool with iFogSim simulator in a PC comprising of Intel core-i3 processor, windows 10 OS and 4 GB RAM.

4.2. Evaluation Measures

The performance of MLA is explored employing an evaluation measures like execution time, cost and load.

A. Execution Time

The overall time required to execute a task for balancing load in fog networking is known as execution time. Formula for execution time is already illustrated in Eq. (5)

B. Cost

It is defined as an overall time necessary to finish a whole operation for balancing load in a fog networking. It can be calculated utilizing Eq. (6)

C. Load

It is referred to as an amount of load carried by the VM, which can be formulated utilizing the equation given below.

\[ L = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{s=1}^{n} \left[ \frac{V_{r} - (V_{r}-U)+S}{V} \right] \] (15)

Here, \( V \) indicates the size of VM, \( V_{r} \) denotes the total dimension of VM and \( U \) indicates the free space of VM.
4.3. Comparative Techniques

An evaluation of MLA considering the performance measures by comparing with classical techniques like FOCALB [24], FOCAN [25], EA-LB [26], PSW-fog [15] clustering with proposed MLA is done.

4.4. Comparative Analysis

A comparable evaluation of proposed MLA is performed with respect to measures of performance by varying the number of rounds, utilizing number of tasks 100 and 200.

A. Analysis Based Upon Number of Tasks=100

Fig. 4. Illustrates a comparable estimation of proposed MLA with respective to performance metrics by altering number of rounds for the number of tasks=100. An assessment of MLA based upon execution time is elucidated in Fig. 4 a). Execution time calibrated for round=20 by MLA is 1.472 whereas FOCALB is 4.964, FOCAN is 3.738, EA-LB is 2.874 and PSW-fog clustering is 1.811 respectively. Fig. 4 b) demonstrates an evaluation of proposed MLA based upon cost. For round=20, the cost calibrated by proposed MLA is 73.875 while other methods like FOCALB, FOCAN, EA-LB and PSW-fog clustering are76.798, 75.482, 74.420 and 74.665 respectively. An evaluation of load is depicted in Fig. 4 c). MLA achieved the load of 0.0126 while considering round=20. Likewise, existing techniques like FOCALB, FOCAN, EA-LB and PSW-fog clustering obtained values of 0.490, 0.398, 0.043 and 0.042 respectively.

B. Analysis Based upon Number of Tasks=200

Fig. 5 depicts a comparable estimation of proposed MLA with respective to performance metrics by altering number of rounds for the number of tasks=200. An assessment of MLA based upon execution time is elucidated in Fig. 5 a). Execution time calibrated for round=20 by MLA is 1.472 whereas FOCALB is 4.965, FOCAN is 3.761, EA-LB is 2.874 and PSW-fog clustering is 1.811 respectively. Fig. 5 b) show an evaluation of proposed MLA based upon cost. For round=20, the cost calibrated by proposed MLA is 69.448 while other methods like FOCALB, FOCAN, EA-LB and PSW-fog clustering are91.952, 72.562, 74.822 and 72.571 respectively. An evaluation of load is depicted in Fig. 5 c). MLA achieved the load of 0.0003 while considering round=20. Likewise, existing techniques like FOCALB, FOCAN, EA-LB and PSW-fog clustering obtained 0.4030, 0.1988, 0.0150 and 0.0080 respectively.

Fig.4. Comparative estimation of proposed MLA a) Execution time, b) Cost, c) Load

Fig. 5. Comparative estimation of proposed MLA a) Execution time, b) Cost, c) Load

4.5. Comparative Discussion

Comparing of deliberation of introduced MLA is expounded in Table 1. From below shown table, it is acceptable that the proposed MLA calibrated minimum execution time is 1.472, minimum cost is 69.448 and minimum load is 0.0003 for number of rounds is 20 with number of tasks=200.

Table 1. Comparative discussion of proposed MLA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of tasks</th>
<th>Metrics/Methods</th>
<th>FOCALB</th>
<th>FOCAN</th>
<th>EA-LB</th>
<th>PSW-clustering</th>
<th>Proposed MLA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Execution time(ns)4.964</td>
<td>3.738</td>
<td>2.874</td>
<td>1.811</td>
<td>1.472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost($)           76.798</td>
<td>75.482</td>
<td>74.420</td>
<td>74.665</td>
<td>73.875</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Load(%)           0.490</td>
<td>0.398</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>Execution time(ns)4.965</td>
<td>3.761</td>
<td>2.874</td>
<td>1.811</td>
<td>1.472</td>
<td>69.448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost($)           91.952</td>
<td>72.562</td>
<td>74.822</td>
<td>72.571</td>
<td>69.448</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Load(%)           0.4030</td>
<td>0.1988</td>
<td>0.0150</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

In fog computing, the load balancing dispenses much across obtainable resources every node. It is utilized for getting highly satisfied users and high resource usage, guarantees that no individual node is overwhelmed, thereby improving the total performance of system. Therefore, proposed MLA is introduced for balancing load in a fog networking. Firstly, fogging is initialized with fog layer, cloud layer and end user layer, then, the task is submitted from end user under fog layer with cluster of nodes. Thereafter, load balancing process is conducted, where cluster and the resources for individual VM is predicted utilizing DRN. Depending on the workload in cloud, the load balancing is conducted by allocating and reallocating the task from users to VMs in a cloud on basis of resource constraints optimally utilizing Mutated Leader Algorithm (MLA). Here, the load balancing method is essential for optimizing resources and the objectives. Lastly, if VMs are overloaded, then tasks are obtained from equivalent VM and allocated to an under loaded VM. Proposed approach has been reduced in the range of 18.71% to 70.34% in execution time for 100 tasks and 200 tasks when it compared to existing strategies. Execution cost has been reduced in the range of 1.05%
to 3.80% for 100 tasks and 4.30% to 24.47% for 200 tasks when it compared to existing strategies. Balancing the load has been improved in the range of 70.00% to 97.42% for 100 tasks and 98.00% to 99.92% for 200 tasks when it compared to existing strategies. Hence, the proposed MLA achieved minimal execution time of 1.472ns, cost of $69.448 and load 0.0003% respectively. In prospective, the finest load balancing technique will be implemented for decreasing cost and consumption of energy in fog environment.
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